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Hello. I’m Laura.



Today at AzTap

● EquatIO for Google 
● EquatIO in Canvas
● Other Texthelp Products
● Questions



Texthelp Products





60%
of 4th graders

67%
of 8th graders

score below proficient in math

Source: Nation’s Report Card



13% 29%

problem #1

less likely to 
graduate high 

school

less likely to 
attend college

Source: PhysOrg.com

kids with persistent math problems in elementary school are...

https://phys.org/news/2011-04-early-math-skills-academic-success.html


problem #2

attitudes formed as early as middle school have the ability to 
influence whether students want to pursue careers in STEM

Source: MDPI

http://mdpi.com/2076-0760/6/1/14


need to build a STEM workforce
today:

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

there are 26 million STEM jobs in the US 
20% of all US jobs are STEM-based

https://www.bls.gov/spotlight/2017/science-technology-engineering-and-mathematics-stem-occupations-past-present-and-future/pdf/science-technology-engineering-and-mathematics-stem-occupations-past-present-and-future.pdf


need to build a STEM workforce

28%
mathematical 
science jobs

13%
STEM 

post-secondary 
teachers

12%
computer 

occupations

STEM career projections growth from 2015-2025:

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

https://www.bls.gov/spotlight/2017/science-technology-engineering-and-mathematics-stem-occupations-past-present-and-future/pdf/science-technology-engineering-and-mathematics-stem-occupations-past-present-and-future.pdf


this is john.

● In 2013, John McGowan recognized a vital 
flaw in math education

● While most subjects had incorporated 
technology into the classroom, math 
classrooms were still in the pencil & paper era 
of education

● He saw this as one of the reasons students 
were struggling in math because technology 
has proven benefits in the math classroom...



tech in the math classroom

engages students and 
encourages group 

collaboration & discussion

supports multiple 
representations of math 

concepts

provides students with 
rapid sharing & teacher 

feedback

Source: SRI International

https://www.sri.com/blog/evidence-shows-how-right-use-technology-can-increase-math-learning


introducing g(Math) 
and EquatIO



transforming STEM classrooms

EquatIO is an easy-to-use math and STEM editor - no math code or 
programming languages required; replacement for MathType and 

Microsoft Equation Editor



transforming STEM classrooms

EquatIO is built on Universal Design for Learning (UDL) principles - 
increasing engagement through a personalized learning experience; 

enabling students to demonstrate mastery in multiple ways



transforming STEM classrooms

And it integrates seamlessly with Read&Write - delivering 
accessibility to math and STEM classrooms

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jts3OIe2UQU&t=9




4 platforms

EquatIO for Google EquatIO mathspaceEquatIO for Windows/Mac

Desktop app for 
Microsoft Word

Web app for Google 
Chrome 

compatibility with 
other web browsers 

coming soon

Chrome Extension 
for Docs, Forms, 
Slides, Sheets & 

Drawings

EquatIO for LMS

Plug-in for Learning 
Management 

Systems
 

currently available 
with Canvas on 
Google Chrome



EquatIO for Google
pc - mac - chromebook



google docs

✔ familiar format for 

students

✔ teachers can 

provide valuable 

feedback through 

comments



google forms

✔ perfect for math quizzes, 

exams, formative 

assessments or exit tickets

✔ EquatIO works for both 

questions & responses

✔ collect responses in 

Sheets for easy 

grading/analysis



google slides

✔ incorporate 

manipulatives and 

geometric shapes 

as visual aids

✔ great for 

collaboration or 

showing work from 

slide to slide



EquatIO for Windows & Mac
microsoft word



microsoft word

✔ no matter the 

device or 

platform, 

teachers and 

students can 

make math 

digital with 

EquatIO



EquatIO mathspace
Google Chrome



make math together

larger workspace 
for increased 

visualization & 
discovery

various forms of 
input for deeper 

comprehension & 
expression

web app with 
dashboard for 

saving or 
editing work

sharing functionality 
for improved 

collaboration and 
teacher feedback

encourage your students to stop solving problems 
and start exploring them



elementary 
school

✔ incorporate 

manipulatives as 

visual aids

✔ use scaffolding for 

students that need 

added support



middle school

✔ space for students 

to show their work

✔ build connections 

and strengthen 

comprehension by 

showing work in 

multiple ways



high school

✔ easily insert 

complex math 

equations and 

formulas in-line 

with written text



formative assessments
EquatIO mathspace enables teachers to: 

create assignments 
for their students

keep track of 
responses

provide instant and 
ongoing feedback.



assignments

✔ send assignments 

to students directly 

through EquatIO 

mathspace

✔ easily keep track of 

and view student 

responses in the 

Assignments 

dashboard



timely & ongoing 
feedback

✔ provide instant feedback 

directly within student’s 

response

✔ student can toggle on and 

off feedback

✔ send updated response 

back to teacher to 

encourage feedback loop



EquatIO for LMS*
Canvas LMS on Google Chrome

*Available with an Unlimited License of EquatIO only. 



EquatIO for Canvas

✔ create accessible, digital 

math and science notation 

easily within the Learning 

Management System (LMS)

✔ use the same math editor in 

your LMS that you use in 

Microsoft Word, Google 

Docs, etc.



EquatIO for Canvas

✔ students can respond to 

teacher set assignments, 

homework or Canvas Quizzes 

within the LMS

✔ teachers can grade the 

student responses with the 

SpeedGrader in Canvas



input methods
built on UDL principles



equatIO mobile*

✔ use your phone/tablet to 

handwrite, record, or take an 

image of math

✔ upload the math directly to 

the document on your 

computer or Chromebook

*Currently available for EquatIO for Google & EquatIO mathspace



equatIO mobile benefits:

✔ easy to make digital math - can 

use touch devices already have 

access to

✔ ideal for students that don’t 

have touch screen 

computers/Chromebooks or 

prefer more traditional forms 

of learning

✔ experience the benefits of 

technology in the math 

classroom no matter what 

form that math comes in



speech input



prediction

✔ math

✔ chemistry

✔ formula



handwriting 
recognition



dynamic graphic 
powered by...



demo time!



EquatIO has both free and premium (paid) features.

EquatIO is free for educators in K-12.

Others can use premium features for the first 30 days for free.



premium features*

● Math, chemistry & formula prediction

● Unlimited handwriting recognition

● Dynamic graphing

● EquatIO Mobile integration

*These are the premium features supported across all platforms. Additional premium features are 
available within the specific platforms. To see all premium features, visit https://goo.gl/8ZrH8c. 

https://goo.gl/8ZrH8c


EquatIO pricing

single group unlimited

cost $100 $10/user $1/user

details 150 seat minimum 350 seat minimum

existing 
read&write user 
discounted price N/A $7.50/user $.75/user



next steps



next steps

● Free for teachers

● 30-day access to premium features for students

● Domain pilots available

● Texthelp pilot process

● Free online professional development

● Webinars/demonstrations

● Licensing quote



feedback?

questions?
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Thank you.



appendix



free features*

● Speech input

● Handwriting recognition (2 per day)

● Support for Math Writing Shortcuts

● LaTeX input

● Math-to-Speech (through Read&Write)

● Static graphing

*These are the free features supported across all platforms. Additional free features are 
available within the specific platforms. To see all free features, visit https://goo.gl/8ZrH8c. 

https://goo.gl/8ZrH8c





